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Learning unknown objects from speech and vision

- Crossmodal audio-visual concept discovery -

In order for AI to visually perceive the world around it and to use language to communicate, it needs a dictionary
that associates the visual objects in the world with the spoken words that refers to them. We explore a neural
network models that learn semantic correspondences between the objects and the words given images and
multilingual speech audio captions describing that images. We show that training a trilingual model
simultaneously on English, Hindi, and newly recorded Japanese audio caption data offers improved retrieval
performance over the monolingual models. Further, we demonstrate the trilingual model implicitly learns
meaningful word-level translations based on images. We aim for a future in which AI discovers concepts
autonomously while finding the audio-visual co-occurrences by simply providing media data that exists in the
world such as TV broadcasting. We also consider the application to large-scale archive retrieval and automatic
annotation that involves interactions between different sensory modalities such as vision, audio, and language.
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Learning neural network embeddings 
for images and spoken audio captions

Paired image and audio captions are more similar 

in embedding space than mismatched pairs
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Evaluation of embedding space 
learned from image and audio captions

Exploring visually grounded speech-to-
speech translation 

(1) Audio-visual retrieval performance

子供

English

Recall scores for the top 10 hits (1,000 image/caption pairs)

(2) Cross-lingual audio2audio retrieval performance

Monolingual model: 0.45 Multilingual model: 0.50

w/o using images: 0.01 w/ using images: 0.50
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子供二人組が道を歩いている。

えー、左右には背の低い草木が生い茂っている

Two small children are walking on a dirt 

road in what seems to be a cornfield

Japanese
…

Similarity matrix 

between English and 

Japanese captions
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Recall scores for the top 10 hits (1,000 cross-lingual caption

pairs)


